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Our award-winning design studio injected sumptuous glamour into 
the interiors of this exclusive holiday retreat. Designed and built for 
international clients, the highly luxurious surroundings allow the couple 
to rejuvenate and entertain in style. 

The carefully curated look that flows seamlessly through each room, 
blends decadent masculinity with the finest natural materials, from 
Italian marble and stone to leather and crystal. Exuding originality and 
opulence, bespoke design details are married with state-of-the-art 
technical capabilities. A sumptuous palette of chocolate black, cream 
and ivory imbues the villa with a soothing atmosphere. 

Our team worked closely with the architect to imagine the property 
in its final form. The unique layout offers a diversity of spaces and 
mixed ceiling heights play with visual scale. Art Deco features repeated 
through the architecture are echoed by the striking design touches to 
‘wow’ visitors.  

The exquisite lighting design is one of the villa’s best features. Our 
team was in charge of all interior and exterior lights, providing a clever 
combination of components to illuminate, create individual moods and 
add definition.

Located in Spain’s Andalucía mountain region, this 
palatial villa has a coveted hilltop location exposed to 
captivating sea and mountain views.

Casa alegra 
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The Exterior

by

taYlor InterIors

Casa alegra
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The exterior spaces have been immaculately planned to correspond 
with the inspirational architecture. The infinity pool and surrounding 
terrace have been thoughtfully curated with calming colour 
combinations, designed to blend with the beauty of the surrounding 
mountain scenery.

The large sofa opposite the pool is perfectly positioned to enjoy 
incredible sunsets and watch the surrounding vista melt into the 
sea. Cohesively furnished throughout with the contemporary Nautic 
Collection by Belgian company Manutti, the outdoor areas feel 
seamlessly linked. 

Spacious terraces, covered seating and socialising spaces offer the 
clients a range of choices for entertaining and spending time outdoors, 
from the impeccable landscaped gardens to the covered terrace 
“Chiringuito” with barbeque, designed to cater for up to 30 people.

Designed by renowned architect Diego Tobal, the 
villa is one of the most exclusive in the Andalucían 
mountains. The stunning exterior is mirrored by the 
exquisite interiors.

tHe eXterIor 
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The stunning outdoor terraces have been injected 
with a sleek style and are immaculately furnished 
with the Nautic Collection by Belgian company 
Manutti. Enticing forms and sinuous lines are the 
core concepts of this range, cleverly designed with 
a slender strip of illuminating LED lighting, which 
allows the element to hover as if independently 
suspended. 
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The infinity pool and surrounding terrace has 
been thoughtfully curated with calming colour 
combinations, designed to enhance the beauty 
of the surrounding mountain scenery. The Onyx 
mosaic pool tiles offer a sleek finish to the overall 
look and the turquoise, soft grey and pure white 
accessories, from towels to scatter cushions, 
complement the coastal scenery.    
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Entrance Hall 
& Atrium
Casa alegra
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To make a grand statement, we commissioned a bespoke six-metre 
long chandelier from Glas & Glas. Composed of 700 pieces of hand-
blown glass in five distinct colours, this exquisite lighting feature weighs 
900kg. The ceiling was specially reinforced to support it.

The clean lines and Art Deco style of the staircase and surrounding 
glass paneling is complemented by the elegant marble floor and plush 
leather seating, which imbues the space with an aura of welcoming 
comfort and refined distinction.  The entrance leads to an atrium where 
a semi-transparent glass floor offers views of the indoor pool below. 
Bespoke rugs designed by our design studio were used not just here, 
but throughout the villa. 

Our vision for the opulent entrance hall and atrium 
infuses these adjoining spaces with drama and 
decadent design features to captivate and ‘wow’ 
visitors. 

entranCe Hall & atrIum
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As passionate advocates of the power of art to 
inject interiors with atmosphere and inspirational 
colour, we have built key relationships with world-
leading artists to commission beautiful, exclusive 
artworks for our clients’ homes. This oil on canvas 
triptych entitled Sweet Memory, by Jessica Zoob, 
imbues the space with a warm energy. 
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Created from 700 delicate pieces of twisted hand-
blown glass in five distinct translucent colours: 
silver, gold, soft grey, opaque and natural, this 
bespoke six-metre long chandelier by Glas & Glas 
was designed especially for the entrance hall. The 
soft colours illuminate the space with a sensual 
and delicate light.    
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The grand atrium is just as exquisite as the 
entrance hall, complemented by two Terzani 
chandeliers, falling in a sculptural formation and 
perfectly composed of 36 individual hand-blown 
flutes. Translucent in colour and delicate in form, 
these stunning lighting features create a soothing 
effect and exude luxury.  
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The striking ‘him and her’ torso sculptures were commissioned from leading artist  Ignacio Rodriguez 
Cornejo. They are artfully displayed to provide dramatic detailing in the atrium, flanking the two Terzani 
chandeliers. Contrasting beautifully with the cream marble floors and glass lighting features, the sculptures 
perfectly reflect the sophisticated taste of the clients. 
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The living room is a peerless example of masterful decoration. Designed 
with two ceiling heights, lower in a cosy seating area and rising to 
5.5 metres in the main space, this living space exudes elegance. The 
freestanding statement fireplace is a stunning design feature, which 
divides the two areas. 

A white studded leather corner sofa is the centerpiece of the main 
space. We worked closely with the Swarovski production team in Austria 
to create a spiral chandelier from 3,200 individual crystal elements. This 
special lighting feature is sculptural in form, hanging as evocatively as 
an artwork above the white glass table, to suggest a mood of glamorous 
decadence. 

The soothing colour palette blends pure white and cream furnishings, 
floors and walls with chocolate brown accents in the plush cushions.   
 

The luxurious living room echoes the sumptuous 
decorative style and clean lines of the Art Deco era, 
complemented by a calming colour palette and 
beautiful furnishings. 

lIvIng room
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The exceptional 4 metre long spiraling crystal 
chandelier positioned above the sleek glass coffee 
table is sculptural in form and creates a special 
atmosphere and light.  We worked in collaboration 
with the Swarovski factory to create this unique 
design feature. 
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Master Suite
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Though enticingly sensual, the bedroom also needed to be practical 
and is completed with motorized blinds, wardrobes and clever storage 
solutions that do not deflect from the overall ambience. 

Every item in this chic bedroom was meticulously sourced and selected, 
including bespoke Smania furnishings.  The decadent chocolate black 
and grey palette is brightened with splashes of turquoise found in the 
specially commissioned triptych artwork by Sabine Abfalterer. 

The striking ceiling is a modern abstraction of a traditional vaulted 
ceiling providing a weightless cover. The frame is finished in an ivory hue 
and the centrepiece is oak paneling stained to wenge, which completes 
the room. 

 

The clients requested a dark and sumptuous master 
bedroom, which would also be calm and rejuvenating. 
We interpreted their desires through combining 
luxurious furnishings with the finest natural materials.

master suIte
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The decadent freestanding headboard is 
upholstered in crocodile leather and finished with a 
chrome frame. The cushioned finish of this bespoke 
design piece has echoes of mid century style and 
coordinates perfectly with the rest of the master 
bedroom. 
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Dark brown ‘black dune’ marble is the signature 
material in the stunning master bathroom.  It has 
been used to frame the square Jacuzzi bath, as well 
as the double washbasin that is cut entirely from a 
single piece of this special marble, which sits on a 
beautifully bespoke vanity unit. 
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Kitchen & 
Dining Room

Casa alegra
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The contemporary kitchen has a stunning wenge veneer finish and is 
combined with a cream silestone worktop produced by Cesar. Superb 
Gaggenau appliances offer functionality and provide private chefs with 
the technical ability to cater for large groups.

The kitchen complements the light and luxurious furnishings and 
marble floors found throughout this delightful open plan space, which is 
designed for both eating and relaxing. The dining table is adjacent to a 
comfortable sofa and the wall mounted Bang & Olufsen television adds 
to the relaxed ambience. 

The large central island with bar stools is a stylish feature, which offers 
the clients a choice of dining options. 

The stylish open plan kitchen and dining room is filled 
with state-of-the-art features and was designed to 
allow for informal family dinners and small parties.

KItCHen & DInIng room
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Four contemporary artworks were carefully 
selected by our design team to coordinate with the 
chrome and white palette found in the surrounding 
furnishings and accessories. The works are by 
Pierre Muckensturm and were purchased from 
Trowbridge Gallery on London’s Kings Road.
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A magical lighting feature chosen for the kitchen 
and dining room reflects the surrounding seascapes 
and coastline. The eight Frame coral lights by 
Terzani feature a metal coral leaf enclosed inside 
borosilicate glass, which presents a delicate 
impression of nature and captures a special 
moment in time. 
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Guest Bedrooms 
& Study 
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Across the seven bedrooms, two transformed into home offices, a 
signature colour scheme and choice of sumptuous furnishings blends 
these spaces with the rest of the property. The guest bedrooms have a 
calming ambience. They feel as luxurious as a hotel suite completed with 
a taupe, cream and chrome palette. High gloss furnishings add a sleek 
finish, as do the cushioned headboards and matching ottomans.  

The two studies are designed to offer the clients comfort and 
functionality along with a high level of technical ability to allow for home 
working. Bespoke artworks and exquisite lighting features complement 
the sleek furnishings.

The interior design cleverly coordinates the guest 
bedrooms and home offices with the villa’s main 
rooms, using complementary colour schemes and 
finishes.

guest BeDroom & stuDY
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The white Artichoke chandelier by famous Danish 
designer Louis Poulsen adds a playful element 
to the completed furnishing of this sleek modern 
office. The Artichoke blends function and comfort 
to invoke a soothing ambience. 
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A specially commissioned diptych artwork by 
acclaimed German artist Markus Haub celebrates 
the client’s passion for his favourite Lamborghini 
car. The Aventador Lamborghini is parked in the 
villa’s spacious garage and the painting adds a 
personal touch to the contemporary office. 
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No detail was spared on the six guest bathrooms that share a signature 
look. Highly luxurious “marble crema” was used for the top of the 
basin units, wall tiles and floors. The style is completed with accents 
of white and chrome in the key accessories, including orchids, vases, 
candleholders and towels.

Beautiful finishes include rain showers by Hans Grohe, which are 
complemented by light illuminating recesses in the showers. Sunken 
baths are also framed in luxurious “marble crema.”

The guest bathrooms are designed as places to relax and rejuvenate in 
highly luxurious and comfortable surroundings. 

The guest bathrooms look beautifully coordinated 
with the use of elegant accessories and fine finishes, 
ensuring guests feel pampered during their stay.     

BatHrooms
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Chic accessories complement the “marble crema” 
finish in the guest bathrooms. The gorgeous 
chrome and glass candleholders with leather 
handles add atmosphere and when lit, imbue the 
room in a soft and subtle light. 
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Lower Ground Floor
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The lower ground floor encompasses a gym, sauna, steam bath and an 
indoor swimming pool, which are designed with serenity and comfort in 
mind. The foyer, with plush seating, is the perfect place to relax. 

The overall style of the property diversifies in the entertainment room 
and state-of-the-art home cinema. The signature pale colour scheme 
has been jettisoned in favour of fun features and furnishings. The home 
cinema is futuristically lit with coloured LED lights and the fold-down 
leather seats provide maximum comfort. The entertainment room is 
decorated with the client’s vintage aviation posters and is complete with 
a professional dance floor and DJ booth.

The villa’s clever design allows the lower ground floor 
to be used purely for entertainment and leisure, for the 
clients and their guests. 

loWer grounD Floor
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The steam bath and sauna, by Klafs, are every 
bit as luxurious and thoughtfully designed as the 
rest of the villa. With echoes of a 5 star spa, these 
relaxation areas allow the clients and their guests 
to feel pampered and replenished, completed with a 
beautiful dressing room.
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Creating the Project 
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We begin with an initial consultation in our studio or your home, where 
we discuss how the interior design of your property can truly reflect 
your lifestyle, personal needs and taste. We agree on a decorative style, 
your preferred colour scheme and specific uses for each room.  We also 
agree a budget for furnishing and set a deadline for completing the 
project.

You are welcome to visit our studio on Sloane Street to browse over a 
wide range of exclusive fabrics. You can view our brochures and design 
documentation to see examples of our completed projects and gain a 
better understanding of the service you can expect to receive from us. 

Once the contract is signed, we will visit your property in the UK or 
abroad and take necessary measurements and photographs.

After approximately two weeks, we will present you with a design 
concept, including basic AutoCAD plans.  We will also suggest furniture, 
lighting, wallpapers and accessories, as well as fabrics for curtains and 
upholstery. 

We will listen carefully to your suggestions and implement them in the 
next phase. 

The next meeting takes place at our studio, where you will be presented 
with complex AutoCAD plans, room-by-room mood boards, 3D 
renderings for selected rooms and a detailed quotation, including a 
full breakdown of furniture, lighting, fabrics, wall papers, rugs, art and 
accessories. 

At this stage you can make minor changes, which we will alter according 
to your requirements. 

Once the final design and quotation is agreed and you sign the contract 
for project realisation, production begins. 

We supervise the production and deadlines for all furnishings and 
accessories, so everything is taken care of for you. Once we begin the 
project realisation for your home, we handle all the logistics, including 
transporting the goods from factories to the storage and ensuring 
everything is in perfect condition. 

We look after the delivery of the furniture and lighting to your property 
and we organise every detail of the fitting and installation. We even 
arrange the final cleaning so your beautiful new home is ready to move 
into immediately, leaving you to enjoy and celebrate in style. 

Our seamless production process ensures our clients 
receive an excellent standard of service from project 
concept and final design to realisation and completion. 

HoW We WorK

We ensure our 
clients’ budget and 
deadline is always 

met, throughout every 
project we deliver.

We have access to a 
coveted range of over 

300 of the finest design 
brands, to provide 

original and tailored 
results 

We bring 20 years 
experience to our 

practice, executing 
the highest standard 
of technical skill and 

creative finesse. 
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Ground floor
Ground Floor

This is an example of a floor plan produced by our design team for the 
Casa Alegra villa. The plan enabled our clients to visualise how their 
completed ground floor space would look before production began. 

This plan allowed us to work with our clients to demonstrate where 
furnishings and decorative elements would be arranged and to look 
at the overview of the ground floor. We were able to discuss how the 
spaces would flow between one another. 

We provide beautifully designed floor plans for the 
entire property to help the client visualise the space.

Floor Plans
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First Floor Lower Ground
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1. Sofa
CASADESUS - Marlow 498/4 , 498/12 

346 x 103 x h.87cm

5.Coffee table
VISIONNAIRE - Acer (White glass top)

150 x 150 x h.35cm

6. Coffee table
CASADESUS - Ref.M9 - C-table (white glass)

150 x 150cm

7. Armchair
CASADESUS - Ava 486-SA

(Leather nuvola 2192)

82 x 87 x h.97cm

8. Side table
CASADESUS - Ref. M12-1

(white optical glass)

60 x 60 x h.38

9. Table lamp
FLOS- Rome moon T2 F6108000

d.50 x h.74cm

10. Floor lamp
FLOS - Rome moon floor F6109000

d.50 x h.160cm

11. Chandelier
R.V. ASTLEY - Garnet

d.150 x h.40cm

12. Chandelier
SWAROVSKI

d.150 x h.400cm

2. Chaisse Lounge
CASADESUS - Marlow 498/22

165 x 123 x h.87cm

3. Pouf
CASADESUS - Marlow 498/27

80 x 80 x h.40cm

4. Sofa
CASADESUS - Laturka

240 x 100 x h.67

Upholstery - FROCA - Elephant 07 Upholstery - FROCA - Elephant 07 Upholstery - FROCA - Elephant 07 Leather Nuvola 2192

13. Rug
ARTE ESPINA

Lounge collection Beat 13

460 x 560cm

12x cushion on the sofa 

50 x 50cm

4x cushion on armchairs

50 x 30cm

FROCA- Leopard 04

Fabric for curtains

CHIVASSO

Gala CH2648/072

Fabric for voil

JAB

Annika 1-6111-270

14. Rug
MATTHEW WALLES

Custom made

300 x 480cm

Fabric for sofa, chaisse 

lounge and pouf uphol-

stery - FROCA

Elephant 07

eXamPle oF a mooD BoarD For 
tHe grounD Floor lIvIng room 
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Our design studio can create stunning 3D visualisations for key rooms, 
available at an additional cost to our standard fees. These precise 
models enable clients to see the interior almost as it will look in reality, 
with exact proportions, layout and materials. 

This service is ideal for high value projects. It ensures every detail is 
reviewed, planned and agreed before production begins, helping to 
minimise costly risks. It enables the project to run quickly and smoothly 
at every stage. 

We create perfectly presented 3D designs and renders 
so our clients can visualise how their completed 
property will look.  

3D DesIgns & renDers
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a samPle QuotatIon For 
tHIs ProJeCt 

Before a project goes into production we produce a precise price 
quotation. This allows our clients to review every item included in the 
detailed specification and agree the final costs in full.

This comprehensive quotation lists every item selected, with the photo, 
description, dimension and finish. It also includes the price per item or 
unit, as well as the total cost per specified area.

At this stage, clients can make minor adjustments, but overall the plan 
remains the same. 
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LIVING ROOM

PHOTO DESCRIPTION SUPPLIER CODE DIMENSION COLOUR PRICE # UNIT TOTAL

Fabric for voil JAB Annika

1-6111-270

w. 290 cm Cream 52,64€ 123 m 6.474,72€

Fabric for curtains CHIVASSO Gala

CH2648/072

w. 300 cm Cream   53,47€ 123 m 6.576,81€

Fabric for 

12 cushions

FROCA Leopard 04 50 * 50 cm Green 

with pattern

49,00€ 7.2 m 352,80€

Cushion filler

and sawing

DON TELAS Paris 50*50cm WHITE 35,00€ 12 pcs 420,00€

Fabric for 

sofa, pouf and 

chaisse-longue

FROCA Elephant 07 slightly white 49,00€ 73 m 3.577,00€

Cofee table VISIONNAIRE Acer 150x150xh.35cm bevelled glass 
top:White glass

5.920,00€ 1 pcs 5.920,00€

Sofa CASADESUS Marlow

Ref. 498/12

w. 323*103*h. 87 
cm

Fabric FROCA 
Elephant 07

4.172,22€ 1 pcs 4.172,22€

Sofa CASADESUS Marlow

Ref. 498/4

w. 346*103*

h. 87 cm

Fabric FROCA 
Elephant 07

4.172,22€ 1 pcs 4.172,22€
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LIVING ROOM

PHOTO DESCRIPTION SUPPLIER CODE DIMENSION COLOUR PRICE # UNIT TOTAL

Chaisse Lounge CASADESUS Marlow 

Ref. 498/22

w. 165*123*h. 87 cm Fabric FROCA 
Elephant 07

2.358,72€ 1 psc 2.358,72€

Pouf CASADESUS Marlow

Ref. 498/27

w. 80* 80 cm Fabric FROCA 
Elephant 07

1.317,42€ 2 psc 2.634,84€

Floor lamp FLOS Romeo Moon floor

F6109000

d. 50 cm*h.160cm chrome 1.016,53€ 1 psc 1.016,53€

Chandelier SWAROVSKI custom made d. 150* h. 400 cm transparent 59.000,00€ 1 psc 59.000,00€

Fittin Swarovski 
chandelier

9.990,00€

Chandelier RW Astley Garnet d.150cm silver 6.990,00€ 1 pcs 6.990,00€

Sofa CASADESUS Laturka 

Ref. 410/F3G

w. 240*100*h. 67 
cm

Leather Nuvola 
2192

4.296,24€ 1 pcs 4.296,24€

Armchair CASADESUS Ava

Ref. 486-S

w. 82*87*h. 97 cm Leather Nuvola 
2192

1.846,00€ 4 pcs 7.384,00€

LIVING ROOM

PHOTO DESCRIPTION SUPPLIER CODE DIMENSION COLOUR PRICE # UNIT TOTAL

Cushion on armchairs FROCA Leopard 04 50*30cm Green with 
pattern

49,00€ 2 m 98,00€

Cushion filler and 

sawing

DON TELA Paris 50*30cm White 35,00€ 4 psc 140,00€

Central coffee table CASADESUS Ref. M9

C-table

w. 150*150 cm White glass 2.363,00€ 1 psc 2.363,00€

Side table with square 
base

CASADESUS Ref. M12-3 60*60*h. 38.cm White Optical 
Glass

788,58€ 2 psc 788,58€

Table lamp FLOS Romeo Moon T2

F6108000

d. 50 cm * h. 74 cm Chrome 760,33€ 2 psc 1.520,66€

Rug ARTE ESPINA Lounge Collection 
Beat 13

w. 460 * 560 cm grey, white 390,00€ 25,76 m2 10.046,40€

Rug Matthew Waile custom made w. 300 * 480 cm silver 893,00€ 14,4 m2 12.859,20€

Orchids EUROFLOOR 560,00€ 1 set 560,00€

TOTAL 153.545,80€
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aWarDs reCeIveD For tHIs ProJeCt

Overall project £5 million plus

Bedroom

Living space - Europe

Bathroom

Cinema room
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Taylor Interiors is an award-winning design practice based in Sloane 
Street, London. We have been designing inspirational spaces for over 20 
years, working with international clients in coveted locations across the 
world.  

From exquisite London townhouses and apartments to sumptuous villas, 
chalets and private estates, our projects are characterised by combining 
the latest interiors trends with the finest products and materials.  

We offer bespoke interior design services and have access to over 300 
of the most luxurious brands, so we can create bespoke and highly 
original looks combined with cutting-edge technologies and appliances. 
Our dedicated team provides a highly professional service, ensuring we 
always deliver our projects on time and on budget.  
 

 

WHY WorK WItH taYlor 
InterIors

Yvette Taylor is the inspirational Design 
Director and founder. Based in London, she 
works as widely as Geneva, Verbier, Mallorca, 
Marbella and Munich and has successfully 
completed over 80 luxury interior design 
projects. 

Yvette’s 22 years of professional experience, 
straddling both the creative and business side 
of interior design, ensures she can manage 
complex projects with the highest level of flair 
and technical acumen. She has built strong 
relationships with her clients, as well as with 
the finest producers in Italy and England to 

•	 Over 20 years knowledge and experience of the interior design field 
•	 Significant experience working with investors and developers
•	 Unrivalled contacts with the world’s finest design brands 
•	 Multi-lingual communications skills 
•	 Precise budget planning skills for million pound projects 
•	 Excellent management planning skills to meet tight deadlines
•	 Ability to manage complex projects overseas 

Yvette taYlor

Yvette’s key skills include:BFA, MBA
Design Director & Founder

create exquisite interiors that utilise luxurious 
products and materials. 

After completing a Bachelor of Fine Arts in 
Interior Design at UCLA, Los Angeles, and 
an MBA in New York, Yvette spent six years 
working for Swedish company SKANSKA on 
large commercial projects. Launching her own 
interior design practice in Mallorca, Yvette then 
focused solely on designing and furnishing 
luxury residential properties. After her 
international client base grew, she relocated 
the studio to London in 2011.
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BranDs We WorK WItH:

Modern Furniture Contemporary Furniture

Garden Furniture
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Fabrics and Wall Papers Lighting
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